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This book contains data acquired by Wallops Flight Center's Field
Measurement Support Office(FMSO) from Wallops Island, Virginia;Poke:
Flat, Alaska; Natal, Brazil;and Primrose Lake, Canada. The data is processed
at Wallops Flight Center. No correction factor.is applied to the ECC values
to bring them into agreement with the Dobson readings. This leaves the user
free to make corrections if desired. All ECC data published by FMSO is transmitted
to the World Ozone Data Center in Canada where a correction factor is applied.
The data is then published by the Atmospheric Environment Service,
Department of the Environment in cooperation with the World Metecrological
Organization.
An explanation of the headings on the first page of each ECC printout
is listed on the next page. The Dobson spectrophotometer at Wallops is
located approximately one mile from the ECC launch site and at Natal the
distance is about five miles.
The Dobson value shown c7, the Primrose Lake ECC ozone soundings is an
interpolated overburden using Ft. Churchill and Stony Plain (Edmonton) data
when that information is available. Primrose Lake lies approximately on a
line between Ft. Churchill and Stony Plain, 120 miles east of Stony Plain
and 480 miles west of Ft. Churchill.
This approach to deriving Dobson values is considered to provide a
more realistic total overburden value for Primrose Lake. It was ..,uggested
by the Atmospheric Environment Service. Experimental Studies Division
Fisheries and Environment, Canada.
Whenever other types of total ozone overburden measuring devices are




003 - Ozone Reference Ordinate Value
OIZ - Zero Ordinate Value
OZC - Ozone Calibrate Ordinate Value
IO - Background Current Due to Oxygen (u A)
PS - Sonde Air Flow (sec/100cc)
TBOX CAL - Temperature of Ozone Pump
BASE CAL - Temperature Calibration
Profile Data	 Units
INTEGRATED OZONE - Atmospheric Centimeters
RESIDUAL OZONZ - Atmospheric Centimeters
TOTAL OZONE	 - Atmospheric Centimeters























Ozone dPraity expressed in micrograms/m3




Includes humidity. Should agree with




Mays of water vapor per mass of air
Meters per second





0 - Wavelengths AD, ordinary setting
1 - Wavelengths BD, ordinary setting
2 - Wavelengths CD, ordinary setting
3 - Wavelengths CC, ordinary setting
4 - Wavelengths AD, focussed image
5 - Wavelengths BD, focussed image
6 - Wavelengths CD, focussed image
7 - Wavelengths C; focussad image
Air Mass Value expressed as (µ)
GMT: Observation Time
- Additional Dobson Information Code -
Observation Type
0 - On direct sun
1 - On direct moon
2 - On blue zenith sky
3 - On zenith cloud (uniform stratified
layer of small opacity)
4 - On zenith cloud (uniform or moderately
variable layer of medium opacity)
5 - On zenith cloud (uniform or moderately
variable layer of large opacity)
6 - On zenith cloud (highly variable
opacity, with or without precip.)
7 - On zenith cloud (fog)
8 - Other, as specified
CONTENTS
Included in this publication are ECC balloon data consisting of a
plot showing the mixing ratio of ozone partial pressure in inicromillibars
(solid line) and temperature in degrees Centigrade (dashed line) versus
pressure altitude in millibars accompanied by a tabulation of meteorological
and constituent data.
The total overburden was acquired by Dobson Spectrophotometer 1172
at Wallops Flight Center, Virginia, #102 at Stony Plain (Primrose Lake),
Canada, 160 at Ft. Churchill, Canada; and 1193 at Natal, Brazil.
SITE ECC NO. DATE GMT
Wallops Island, Va. 3A1508 1/07/81 1605
of 3A1510 1/16/81 1456
It 1/22/81 1621
to 1/26/81 1851
of 3A1514 1/28/81 1504








Poker Flat 3A1488 1/06/81 1910
of 1/12 '  81 1910




Primrose Lake 3A1152 1/06/81 1652
It 1/22/81 1535
" 3A1170 1/28/81 1731
" 3A1521 2/02/81 1515
" 3A1520 2/19/81 1825
" 3A1522 2/25/81 1800
Natal 3A1108 1/16/81 1248
Inquiries should be directed to Rebecca Berry at 804-824-3411,
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